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Different people have different types of vision; they could have perfect vision, single vision, bi-focal
or varifocal. Hence, they would need glasses except for perfect vision. Some people with low power
may not wear glasses for personal reasons. But if one does, there is a different set of issues that
comes with glasses.

Care

Wearing glasses would need a pair of frames and the appropriate type of lens with the frame. Many
individuals who need eye support to correct their vision need glasses or contact lenses. Glasses are
more favored as they are cheaper and it can be fun to choose a trendy frame. But a lot of care must
be exercised when wearing glasses especially children as the glasses lenses are subject to cracks,
chips and damage. Then there will need to be a replacement. This is where reglazing glasses can
come in.

Replacements

Reglazing glasses just mean replacing the broken or damaged lenses without changing the frame.
This would help the consumer save some money as the frame can be quite costly especially with
branded ones.

Glasses can be reglazed without changing the frame if the frame is still in good condition and if the
wearer likes to retain the frame. It is not true that a new pair of frame is necessary with every lens
replacement.

Sometimes the prescription changes which affect the vision; this is another good reason to change
the lens through reglaze services. Getting the right powered lens is important to ensure good vision
for the consumer to carry out daily tasks without difficulty or danger to self and others.

Types of lens

Reglazing single vision lens means replacing or refitting the lenses for a specific type of focus; it
could be for reading or distance sighting. Single vision is also possible for intermediate or mid-range
viewing as with computers.

Varifocals are multi-focal lenses which have more than one focus catered in the lens. It could be a
combination of distance and reading views which is known as bi-focals; varifocals refers to reading,
distance and intermediate viewings combined.

Reglazing can be performed on various types of lenses. Distance correcting lenses or everyday
lenses can be reglazed to help wearers adjust to different activities without having to change their
glasses. Hence, one can view distant objects, drive or watch TV without problems.

Near vision lenses can be reglazed as these are reading lenses for those who need to focus on
close objects while intermediate glasses lens are suitable for those frequently involved in armâ€™s
length activities.
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Bobby Barret - About Author:
Welcome to ReglazeMyGlasses, We are the No1 site for fitting (reglazing) prescription lenses into
frames. We also deals in a Reglazing Glasses.  We have combined the low cost benefits of ordering
online with the 1 to  1 Customer Service you would expect from your optician. a Visit Our Website
for more info.
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